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Total capital expenditure over the next seven years
is forecast to total around US$97 billion in the
mobile sector alone (GSMA)
Levels of investment will be dependent on regulatory clarity to provide the necessary
market conditions for operators to maintain both the positive revenue trends and
the levels of profitability required to justify investments of the above magnitude. The
associated benefits of accelerating infrastructure spend, reaching the unconnected
and improving quality of service to high throughput users of ICT is well documented.
The investment must be encouraged by policy makers and regulators who are looking
for ICT to contribute to national development objectives. As with all investments, risks
must be mitigated and return on investment must be optimised!
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With around 60% of Africa’s population living in rural areas, expanding coverage in these
areas provides a valuable future revenue stream for operators. Of course, rural areas are
difficult to reach, often off the national power grid, can only be accessed across difficult
terrain and communities are small and widely dispersed with low levels of cash income.
Innovative approaches are required to support and encourage operators to invest in providing
connectivity to these customers where the short term return on investment is perceived to
be low but the long term profits and national development benefits will be significant.
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C2C 2016 asks the questions:
What can Policy Makers and Regulators do

What can Operators and Service Providers

to encourage investment in infrastructure

do to reduce their CAPEX and OPEX costs

developments which will connect unserved

and make their services more affordable.

and underserved communities and provide

How can they devise business strategies

improved services to businesses and other

that align their own growth with national

high throughput users?

and regional development objectives?

For example:

For example:

} Tax Breaks

} IT Asset Management

} Rights of Way

} Virtualisation

} Spectrum Re-Farming

} Passive and Active Infrastructure Sharing

} Spectrum Sharing

} Business Process Outsourcing

} Infrastructure Sharing Policies

} Cloud, Network Security

} Licensing Strategies

} Site Security

} Single/Multi Service Provider National

} Off-Grid Power

Backbone Policies

} Mobile Backhaul Offloading

} Universal Service Funds

} VAS Strategies for Monetising Networks.

} Local IXPs
} National Data Centres
} National Fibre Strategies.

C2C 2016 will deliver an innovative conference programme combining keynote presentations,
panel discussions, workshops, advisory clinics, private business meetings and high-level
networking opportunities, enabling attendees to tailor their experience to reflect their most
pressing demands and objectives.
‘Invitation only attendees’ will include CXOs from Service Providers, Heads of Regulatory
Authorities, Ministers of ICT and High Throughput Users of ICT from across Sub-Saharan Africa
and a carefully selected host of solution providers, vendors, consultants and investors who can
support business needs and infrastructure development across the region.

For more information, to register to attend or to express interest in sponsorship opportunities,
please contact Extensia COO, Adrian Hall:
Tel: +44 (0)1904 622381 | Email: ah@extensia-ltd.com

